
FYS 3520 Nuclear Physics, Structure and Spectroscopy  
Midterm Exam Spring 2017 (home exam)  
 
�Deadline to hand it in is 7th of April 

It can be sent electronically to sunniva.siem@fys.uio.no or on paper to the 
expedition office at physics (closes at 3 o ́clock). 

1. Nuclear properties  
Briefly answer the following questions (using a few sentences). 

a) How big is the atomic nucleus? How big is an atom?  

b) What is the density (Mass/Volume) of the nucleus?  

c) Does the nuclear density depend on the mass number A?  

d) What are isotopes, isotones and isobars? 

e) The neutron has no charge, but still it has a magnetic moment, why? 

f) What is parity and symmetry? 

g) Can a spherical nucleus rotate? 

h) What is the heaviest (largest Z and largest A) nucleus we have managed to produce so 
far (do not use the textbook) 

i) Which element Z has the highest number of stable isotopes? Why? 

j) Is it harder to steal a neutron from 208Pb or 11Li or 4He? 

l) Why doesn ́t the electrons fall into the nucleus? 

2. Nuclear binding energy 
 

a) Use the semi empirical mass formula to determine the mass of 163Er . How well does it 
agree with the measured value? (see appendix C in the textbook by Krane). 

b) Estimate the energy needed to remove one neutron from 40Ca nucleus (which has 
N=Z=20). 

c) The masses of the mirror nuclei 27Al and 27Si are 26.9981539 u and 26.986704 u, 
respectively. Use this to determine an approximate value of the Coulomb’s coefficient in 
the semi-empirical mass formula. 

d) For A=135 find the most stable nucleus using the semi empirical mass formula. Sketch 
the mass as a function of Z for the A=135 isobars (“mass parabola”) and explain how the 
beta decay flows between nuclei with A=135. Make also a sketch for a case where A is 
an even number, for example A=128, explain the difference from the odd A case. 



 
e) The following figure shows the binding energy per nucleon.   

- For which mass number A (approx.) do we find the most stable nucleus?  

		-	We can “fuse” two nuclei to one (fusion) or split a nucleus (fission). For which nuclei   
(approx ranges of A) can energy be produced through fusion or fission?  

-	Can you explain the peaks observed for A<20 in the curve? Which nuclear model can 
explain these?  

- For light nuclei the most stable nuclei have equal number of protons and neutrons, due 
to which term in the binding energy formula? As A increases which term becomes more 
important, leading to the stable nuclei having more neutrons than protons? And why? 

 

3. Nuclear forces 
 

a) How can we measure the binding energy of the deuteron? (there are several ways, 
explain at least one). 

 
b)  The nuclear forced is often described as “charged independent”. Does it mean that 

a system of two protons is the same as a system of one proton and one neutron? 
Why don’t we observe  a bounded system of two protons or two neutrons in nature? 
 

c) What is the range of the nuclear force? Why is it so short? 
 

d) We can make nuclear reactions in the laboratory by bombarding the nuclei in a 
target with a beam of charged particles with high energy. If the beam consists of e.g. 
alpha-particles, the energy must be sufficient to overcome the Coulomb barrier if 
we want to achieve a fusion reaction. How can we calculate the Coulomb barrier? 
And which energy should the alpha-particles have in order to fuse with 197Au.    
Hint: The attractive nuclear force dominates when the nuclei are in “contact” i.e. 
r = radius (197Au) + radius (4He). 



4. The nuclear Shell model 

The  following figure shows the nuclear energy levels obtained with a realistic potential. 
Inside the red rectangle corresponds to also including the spin-orbit coupling term, use this 
part of the figure to answer the following questions.  

 
 

a) Consider the case of 48Ca. Which orbitals are occupied by the neutrons and by the 
protons?  What is the total spin and parity for the ground state of 48Ca? 

b) What does 4He, 16O and 48Ca have in common? 
c) Now we add a neutron to 48Ca, getting 49Ca. What is the total spin and parity of the 

ground state in 49Ca. 
d) Now we add a proton to 49Ca. Which nucleus do we get? What is the total spin and 

parity of the ground state? 
e) How many particles can you have in the d5/2 orbital?  And in the h11/2?  
f) What is the term in the nuclear potential that causes the splitting of the orbital 1p 

into the two orbitals 1p1/2 and 1p3/2? Does the size of the energy splitting depend on 
the angular momentum quantum number l? 
Why is the energy of the 1p3/2 lower that the one for 1p1/2 ? 

g) Consider 40Ca (N=20, Z=20). If we now take one neutron from the level 1d3/2 and 
promote it to the level 1f7/2, we would have an excited state. What are the posible 
values for the spin and parity of this excited configuration? 



5. Radioactive decay 
 

a) Assuming you share a double bed with you partner, what is the dose you receive 
during the night? You may safely assume that the main contribution is from K-40, of 
which an average person has 2.5*10^20 nuclei in the body. 

Specify assumptions that you make, e.g. the geomerty of the problem.  (Rough 
estimates are fine – eg. like all radiation impinging on your body will be absorbed. as 
your body a “thick target”.) 

b) Compare this to the dose you receive from eating a banana. What is more dangerous 
from a radiation safely point of view? 

6. Level schemes from the β-decay 
 
Assume that you have measured three electron spectra from a β-decay with the end-point 
energies Emax of (1) 672 keV, (2) 536 keV and (3) 256 keV.  You have also measured the  
γ-rays that are in coincidence with each of the electrons: 

• In coincidence with (1) you have measured γ’s of energy 468 keV and 316 keV. 
Both γ-rays are also in coincidence with each other. 

• In coincidence with (2) are γ’s of 604, 308, 136, 486, 612, 296 and 316 keV. 
You were not able to determine the coincidences between the γ’s [there could be 
any number of g’s coincident, or not]. 

• In coincidence with (3) are all previously named γ’s. In addition There are γ’s of 
884, 416, 280 and 588 keV. 

a)  Create the decay scheme which shows the energy levels of the daughter nucleus and  
     γ-ray transitions. 
b) How big is the mass difference (Q-value) between the ground-states of the daughter and 
parent nucleus? How can you read this from the decay scheme? 
 
Hint: Two coincident γ-rays, that means directly following γ’s are for example detected 
after the populations of the 4+ state in the daughter nucleus 60Ni. The decay scheme is 
given in Figure 1 

                                      
 
Good Luck! 


